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redefine
By the time this issue goes to ‘press’, I’ll be putting the finishing touches
on a presentation for the Critical Proximity conference in San Francisco.
This will be a prerecorded video - somewhat ironic given the word ‘proximity’ in the title - about how magazines can exist in the age of instant,
unlimited, free information. Now we’re into our second year, we have
demonstrated that we can continue to exist. But by producing a tenminute talk that justifies your existence, it does make you think: are we
heading in the right direction? Are we meeting our own expectations?
Our second year is about sustainability: taking a production and process
that we made up as we went along and refining it into something that
can stand the test of time. There will always be ups and downs - life has
a habit of getting in the way of art, as well as influencing it - but those
setbacks give us the resolve to fight back even stronger.
This issue’s theme is ‘Power’, and that’s all the direction we have given
our contributors. We want to create a blank canvas for our writers - we’ve
even got two comics from Elizabeth Simins, who also designed our front
cover. I’d be lying if I said I knew what the future holds for Five out of Ten,
but I sure am excited about it. I guess that’s one way to define power.

Alan Williamson
Alan is the Editor of Five out of Ten, occasional contributor
to the New Statesman, Eurogamer (that’s a new one!) and
Critical Distance. He’d like to thank his Aeropress coffee
machine for making this issue possible.
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No, I’m Both:
Personal Identity in BioShock
“It would seem the universe does not like
its peas mixed with its porridge”.

“No, I’m Both”
Personal Identity in
Bioshock Infinite
Jordan Erica Webber

T

he resolution of BioShock Infinite doesn’t
make sense. The climax, in which Elizabeth
Comstock drowns her own father before she is
born, acts as the ‘absurd’ component of a reductio
ad absurdum, a philosophical argument in which
you disprove a premise by following the trail of
logic until you come to a contradictory conclusion.

This particular philosophical argument begins with
a theoretical future physics called the Lutece Tear,
and concludes with a paradox, i.e. a contradictory conclusion. On one side of this conclusion,
the tear-creating Elizabeth that Booker DeWitt
first meets in the game must never exist, since
DeWitt is always drowned before he can father
the baby Anna whom is then taken to another
dimension where she is renamed Elizabeth, a
process which also gives her that power to create
tears in the first place. On the other side, the tearcreating Elizabeth must always exist in order to
use that power to drown DeWitt before he can
father the baby Anna she once was, which is the
unsettling decision made at the end of the game.
Games make wonderful thought experiments:

they present us with a set of assumed truths and
allow us to find out where they lead. The point
of this one is to explore the futility of longing for
things to have turned out differently.
That bleak message doesn’t prevent BioShock Infinite from being worthy of philosophical consideration, however. In particular, its assumption of the
many-worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics
(MWI) raises interesting questions about personal
identity, as characters in the game and commenters attempting to make sense of its plot refer to
pairs of characters as the same person. The entire
reveal in that baptismal pool revolves around
DeWitt’s discovery that in order to kill Comstock “in
his crib” he must actually accept death himself, for
he – Booker DeWitt – is, in fact, Zachary Comstock,
not instead but as well; he is both.
As DeWitt drowns, and the shock of the twist
subsides, the question bubbles up: Is he? Can he
be both Booker DeWitt and Zachary Comstock?
Can one person, in fact, be two?

Lost

What’s it like to be truly lost in a game, trapped in a
dungeon with your own internal compass broken?

“Mom, are you
a nigger?”
When I was six years old, I called my mom a nigger.

Blacks in Gaming: A Cycle of
Ignorance

It’s among the most illuminated, yet darkest
memories I have. It’s also one of my earliest. My
siblings awkwardly shifted in their seats around
the dinner table, mouths agape with bemusement
rather than with food.
Black characters in games contribute to, and are informed from,
misguided perceptions of what it means to be black in America.
I asked incredulously, unaware of the loaded gun
inside the question. My entire life had been about
learning new things, and that word was simply
another new thing. All new things are good, I
thought. I danced around the table singing,
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I didn’t make up a new word, of course; a white kid
on the bus named Andy ceremoniously passed
that word down to me. I don’t remember much
about him, but that memory surfaces from my
unconscious like a dead body washed from a
marsh by a rising tide.

Blacks in Gaming

A Cycle of Ignorance
Johnny Kilhefner

T

he first black character I played in a videogame
was Adam Hunter in Streets of Rage. Seven
or eight years old at the time, it would be years
before I’d come to see Adam’s character as
among the first in an exhausting list of AfricanAmerican stereotypes; few of which venture
far from fighter, soldier, or athlete territory. In
Streets of Rage 2, Adam’s younger and much
hipper brother Skate replaced him in the main
cast. Adam is central to the plot as his kidnapping
by the syndicate’s “Mr. X” prompts his younger
brother to seek revenge with the help of Axel,
Blaze, and newcomer Max. The succeeding
history of videogames rarely steers from this
formula for black characters, relegating them
to non-playable characters, sidekicks, and variations of caricatures from older media.

As I grew older with videogames, my experiences
with black characters continued on a downward
spiral: Final Fantasy VII’s Barret, who resembles
Mr. T with a big-ass gun and a foul mouth; Gears
of War’s Augustus Cole, a superstar athlete with
a big-ass gun and a foul mouth; Final Fantasy
XIII’s Sazh Katzroy, comedy relief with a bird
living in his afro and two big-ass guns; Metal
Gear Solid 4’s Drebin, a proprietor of several
big-ass guns who owns a monkey addicted to
soda and cigarettes; Dead or Alive’s Zack, a
martial artist with a love for money, partying,
and women.

God Was a
Dream of Good
Government

Is the vision of anarchy proposed by Deus Ex a
utopia, or chaos? It’s all a matter of perspective.

,
What if you really couldn t
trust the government?

God Was a Dream
of
Good Government
Daniel Starkey

I

am not sure if it’s my fuzzy memory or my
increasingly cynical mid-twenties mind-set, but
I don’t recall many rebellious teenagers really
looking at the philosophy behind anarchism. I’m
sure many thought, “that seems like a good solution”, but it reflects a frustration with their relative
disempowerment. It’s an attractive fantasy: an
idea that you keep in a box, taking it out to play
with from time to time before carefully shutting it
away. I didn’t keep my fantasy in that box, though.
For as long as I can remember I’ve been obstinate, stubborn, and ruthlessly critical of authority.
While I doubt I always framed it in such classically
political terms, it was clear to me that a just ruler
should be able to weather whatever critique I
could level and be better off for it.

As a teen, Deus Ex captured my penchant for rebellion and ran with it. “What if”, it asked, “you really
couldn’t trust the government? Or corporations? Or
anyone?” It proposed a world utterly dominated by
conspiracy theories and complex plots designed
to keep everyone rigorously controlled. Here, the
governments of the developed world monitored
everything, knew everything. Terrorism, anarchy,
rebellion were the only ways out.
The game opens with JC Denton, one of the first
nanomachine-driven cyborgs, on his first mission.
The anti-government terrorist organization NSF
has taken control of the Statue of Liberty. Their
pleas for a better, freer government are reasonably
grounded, and their chosen targets hold the kind
of metaphorical significance you’d expect from a
group more concerned with winning the hearts
and minds of the people than a tactical advantage.

Wild

Will videogames ever gain mainstream acceptance, and does
it matter if they don’t? The Wild Rumpus offers an insight.

Electronic noise is belching from every
speaker. There’s a DJ wearing an Iron
Man mask, enthusiastically coaxing chiptunes out of the decks, pixelated airplanes
dogfighting on a wall projection behind
him. A small crowd is forming around the
sound system, gyrating in self-referential
t-shirts. I stand on the periphery, pretentious local beer in my hand, surveying the
scene and soaking up the atmosphere. I
feel alienated, like an old man chaperoning
a high school disco.

W I L D
Words and Pictures: Alan Williamson

Where do videogames fit into the media milieu?
Will they ever gain the mainstream acceptance of
cinema, drama or music, and does it even matter if
they don’t? These questions have been tweeted,
blogged and debated to tedious extremes, but
they’re still bouncing around my head as I walk
around the pulsating game installations of the
Wild Rumpus in Hackney, London. Part modern
art exhibition, part drinking den, the Rumpus is a
fairly stereotypical place for a journalist to spend
a Saturday evening. And that’s the problem I have
with the Guardian’s proclamation “bring lots of
people who ‘don’t usually play games’, because
their lives are about to change”: there are a lot
of journalists, developers and industry insiders
here, and few whose lives haven’t already been
changed by games.

On the way home, I met a game developer from
Cornwall, his hand bearing the inky mark of the
Rumpus. “What I love about it is that the creators
are free to make games without any commercial
pressures”, he says. Most of the games on offer
were unavailable anywhere else, even for free.
Like the arcades of yore, with their hydraulic fauxFerraris and rattling plastic machine guns, Wild
Rumpus offers a unique environment for play:
inherently pro-social, but also more tactile and
physical. If you want to introduce someone to videogames, the Rumpus seems like a great way to do
that, but they’re perhaps unlikely to graduate to
marathon sessions of Dark Souls any time soon.
It’s a completely different emphasis to what we
usually associate with videogame culture, and
that’s important for the mainstream promotion of
games to a wider audience.

p o w e r

Powers

Power in gaming takes many forms.

Blood and Brain

Nightmare: Malaria uses play to tell a tale without an ending.

Blood
and Brain
Johnny Kilhefner

W

hen I was growing up, one of the stories my
dad often told me was the time he caught
malaria in Africa. Of the 3.3 billion people at risk,
he was among the 1.4 million who contract the
disease daily. As an American, he held several
misconceptions about Africa before he would
come to live there. While those initial misconceptions would crumble immediately, perhaps he
still held on to a few, as after the plasmodium
spread through his blood cells, he believed he
only had the flu. Before long, his blood pressure
dipped, his kidneys failed, and he slipped into
unconsciousness. He was flown from Liberia to
New York, where he would undergo dialysis. The
doctors weren’t hopeful, as the severity of the
malaria began to take hold. Being privileged to
tell it, however, means he was not among the

1,800 who die from it every day. My dad was lucky
to have the resources he did in order to (barely)
survive his infection. Most taken by the disease
are without privilege.
Sponsored by the Against Malaria Foundation,
Nightmare: Malaria began as an animated short
film created by Psyop’s training program, The
Establishment for the Greater Good (EGG). The
game, based on the short, was the first project
from Psyop Games. It opens with an animated cut
scene describing it as a “tale without an ending.”
Our character is Anne, and we meet her as she
falls asleep and drifts off into a pleasant dream.
That dream world soon turns upside down, as the
plasmodium-carrying anopheles mosquito preys
upon our princess.

Heart of Darkness

Far Cry 2 offers a stark contrast to most first-person shooters:
a disempowerment fantasy in the hell of civil war.

Heart of
Darkness

Alan Williamson

L

ast December, while visiting a friend in
Edinburgh, he introduced me to Far Cry 3.
For one evening, we traded the rain-soaked
streets of Scotland for the sun-soaked beaches
of Rook Island.

Having spent over 150 hours exploring the islands
- although he swears that at least some of those
hours were spent by his girlfriend - Stuart was the
perfect tour guide. We crept along the outskirts
of a pirate encampment: through my camera’s
viewfinder, we could see a tiger encaged in a
corner of the compound. I shot an arrow from
my bow and the cage door splintered apart. As
the tiger mauled a startled guard, I switched to
a shotgun and blew another unsuspecting pirate
into bite-sized chunks for my feline friend. The
camp was conquered in a few sporadic stabbings
and bursts of gunfire. My Rakyat warrior friends
arrived in jeeps, hoisting our flag high. I was a hero.
This scene could be from most action games or
movies of the past two decades, but Far Cry 3 is

a particularly effective ‘power fantasy’. I’ve never
enjoyed this term since it’s not particularly descriptive: all videogames are fantasy by definition, even
the ones that aim to accurately simulate reality,
and most of them empower the player to some
degree. Few players have the dexterity to win a
race in a sports car, sink a hole-in-one or defend
Earth from hordes of bloodthirsty aliens. With the
exception of abstract puzzle games like Tetris although perhaps this empowers our stacking
abilities - most videogames are power fantasies.
The other problem with the term ‘power fantasy’
is that it is often used with disdain. In May 2013,
celebrated developer Warren Spector described
Wolfenstein: The New Order as another ‘adolescent male power fantasy’. Of course, while marketed at men, this doesn’t mean that women won’t
find them appealing - games like Halo and Mass
Effect have a large female fan base, too. But deriding something as a power fantasy doesn’t tell us
why this should be a bad thing. In fact, Far Cry 3
suggests it’s a very entertaining thing.

I Am Nerevarine

Morrowind’s Dark Elves echo the writer’s experience as
a descendent of the Chickasaw in modern America.

I Am
Nerevarine
Daniel Starkey

Arapaho Ghost Dance, US National Archives 530915

H

umanity requires few things to be happy and
healthy, regardless of what stock you place
in Maslow’s infamous hierarchy of needs. Food,
water, and shelter are obvious, but often forgotten in the list are emotional intimacy, physical
contact and a sense of purpose. I rarely struggled with any of these. Regardless of whatever
other struggles I faced in life, friends and family
were always there to help fill in the gaps; guiding
me, protecting me and generally being supportive. Even so, there was one piece of my life that
was perennially missing – autonomy. In games,
however, I found my release.

Western games often follow a distinct design
aesthetic. They empower us: they allow choice,
let us play with strength, and provide us with the
weapons to enforce our will. In many ways, such
works are guided by a uniquely European sensibility, lashing together the spirit of self-determination
and the reliance on external power to impose your
will. Whether it was wrestling with my integrity
in the wastelands of Fallout or combing through
the Ebon Hawk in Knights of the Old Republic,
as I grew I was adopted by the digital progeny
of Dungeons and Dragons, finding myself in the
process.

I grew up in a fairly poor household, though I
remember my mom would pull out the euphemism
“not too well off…” before trailing off in a painfully
awkward attempt to change the subject. She also
brought me up in the ‘American Indian tradition’,
another term she used for a strange amalgam of
the Muskogeean cultural practices we held. She
taught me pieces of our language, took me to
see our Elders, taught me the dances, and even
helped me conduct a wedding ceremony a few
days after my thirteenth birthday. At school, I’d try
to show other kids my culture. I’d teach them about
the Trail, about the Creator, and about the Ghost
Dance. I dreamed that I held the soul of Sitting
Bull, and would one day help lead the people into
the Reborn World. My classmates, and to a lesser
degree my teachers all thought I was crazy and
worse yet, blasphemous. I was in the American
South, and even as a kid, my peers were pretty
set on putting me in my place.

Girl Power

Women in games are often reduced to sexual objects, stripped
of their power, but characters are beginning to buck the trend.

Girl Power
Jordan Erica Webber

V

ideogames are often described as ‘male
power fantasies’, a phrase that becomes
particularly loaded when critics put the word
‘adolescent’ in front - especially given that it is
usually applied to games designed specifically
for adults. We imagine a fourteen-year-old boy,
unsatisfied with his mundane life of teachers
and parents, escaping into a world where his
actions are those of a male hero who wipes out
his enemies and wins the heart of a pretty damsel.
Male characters often have a physical appearance
to match this power fantasy role. They are muscular, stubbly - obviously too busy saving the world
to shave - and dressed to kill, with bags and belts
aplenty for carrying their guns and ammunition.

It’s obvious that most female characters aren’t
designed with the same considerations in mind.
They wear clothes that one might charitably call
‘impractical’, their breasts flail without the support
of a good sports bra, and they always find time to
rid themselves of body hair. Both male and female
characters are often exaggerated, but where male
characters are power fantasies, female characters are sexual fantasies1. Besides the possible
dangers of the Proteus Effect when women play
with sexualised avatars2, the issue is that whatever power these female characters might have
is often overshadowed by their sexualised design.
As Brandon Sheffield wrote for Gamasutra, “All
their power is stripped away; their primary function, the reason they were created, is to be sexy
for a male gaze, to draw males to stare at them.”3

1. http://www.doctornerdlove.com/2012/01/nerds-and-male-privilege-part-2/all/1/
2. Fox, J., Bailenson, J. N., & Tricase, L. (2013). The embodiment of sexualised virtual selves: The Proteus effect and
experiences of self-objectification via avatars. Computers in Human Behaviour, 29, 930-938.
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S074756321200369X
3. http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/173227/Opinion_Video_games_and_Male_Gaze__are_we_men_or_boys.php
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